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Wisdom
Slowly, patient; nearly unmeasured (\( \approx \) ca. 48 - 56)
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Non fermata!

Miracles
Confidently!  (\( m = 126 - 136 \))

Pedal a bit, but let chords smoothly blend into each other --

Confidently!  (\( m = 126 - 136 \))

Non fermata!

Irritability!

Confidently!  (\( m = 126 - 136 \))

Pedal a bit, but let chords smoothly blend into each other --

Confidently!  (\( m = 126 - 136 \))

Non fermata!

Irritability!

Confidently!  (\( m = 126 - 136 \))

Pedal a bit, but let chords smoothly blend into each other --
A Bit Slower, somewhat furtive \( (\omega = 112 - 126) \)

Knowledge

Very fast \( (\omega = 126+) \)
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